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Discover Nature Art in
the Park 2012

plore the sculptures, visit the
Carrie Murray Nature Center,
make some simple art themselves, enjoy their lunches in
nature and romp around for
some plain play.

Artists and visitors celebrated the opening of Nature Art
in the Park on May 20. At least
50 visitors, including participating artists and their extended
The goal of the Nature Art
families and friends, discovered
Show is to bring new people to
impressive artistic sculptures,
the Park. There will be special
each made for specific sites
events throughout the sumusing natural materials. A
mer and early fall to highlight
‘Winged Gator Head’ is about
the exhibit until its closing on
to swallow you, ‘Stickarus’
October 21. This unique show,
is flying overhead, an owl is
the only one of its kind in the
cuddled in a big nest. Last
region, would not be possible
year’s well-preserved Henry
without the vision, endless
Thoreau welcomed John Muir
commitment, and hard work
into the park, and the playby environmental artist Doug
ground is growing with natural
Retzler, his friends, volunteer
play spaces. A roof-covered
efforts and a supporting grant
art bench invites dreaming and
by the Parks & People
contemplation. These are just
Foundation.
some examples of this year’s
The Nature Art show is
works created by imaginative
marked
with signs and selfregional artists who volunteer
guided brochures are available
their time bringing this genre of
at 3 locations along the woodart to the public in the inspiraland trail loop. It begins near
Janet Pihlblad assembles John Muir's profile (top)
tional setting of Leakin Park.
the Eagle Drive gazebo. Follow
Fred Merrill ─Winged Gator head
On Second Sundays, artists
signage to the Ridge Trail. For
will conduct Nature Art-making
workshops, and they will lead guided
grant three classes from the Inner City
updates and special events, visit www.
Art Walks. Thanks to a small MECU
were able to come by charter bus to ex- Natureartinthepark.org

Come See the Improved
Parking Lot!
A priority by the Friends of Gwynns Falls/
Leakin Park, three years in the planning
process, came to fruition this spring with
the completion of the redeveloped parking lot near the Eagle Drive entrance.
Instead of the barren, bumpy, dusty, and
erosion-plagued facility, the new parking
lot features a smooth surface, lined with

flush edges to direct water run-off into
bio-swales. Plants and trees in these islands
not only absorb water, but over time will
provide greenery and shade, making an
inviting entrance for visitors to the Crimea
section of the park.
The improved lot was designed and
built by the Capital Development Division of the Department of Recreation and
Parks, with Valerie McGuire serving as
project planner. She worked closely with

representatives of the Friends at every
step of the way.
Friends volunteers watched with
pleasure as visitors for the Second Sunday
activities in May pulled their cars into
clearly delineated spaces and drivers
navigated the lot without the difficulties
posed in the past. And tennis players and
regular trail users express appreciation
for the improvement to this important
gateway to the park.

Rangers Bring a Friendly Presence to the Park
With the coming of summer and the increase of events and
people in the parks, the Park Ranger program gets underway.
These seasonal employees of the Baltimore Department of
Recreation and Parks bring a friendly presence to the parks, as
they provide information, monitor activities, and see that the
rules are observed. In the view of team leader Nick Brightwell, the Rangers feel that they are park ambassadors, helping
users to have good experiences and to respect the city’s public
parks.
The rangers serving Gwynns Falls/Leakin Park cover the park
system’s western district, which extends from the western
city/county line all the way to Federal Hill at the Inner Harbor
and includes neighborhood parks of varying sizes in between.
It is an 11-mile direct bike ride from the I - 70 Park and Ride
to the Inner Harbor, but by the time they have checked on the
neighborhood parks en route they may have covered as many
as 30 miles on their bikes a day. Along the way they have the
duties to determine that proper permits have been secured
and are valid for any special events or activities and that park
rules of safety and consideration of others are being maintained.
The rangers are friendly and energetic college-age young
people. They said that once they were hired the first hurdle
was getting themselves in shape for the biking. All have experience working out of doors, but the mode of transportation
required some time to build endurance.
Park Ranger Tyliah McDonald says that she hopes to instill

Park Rangers
in Baltimore residents the same kind of appreciation for the
parks that her job has provided her–experiences like her
enjoyment with bike rides around Druid Hill Reservoir. The
Rangers expressed similar delight about the time that they
spotted a very large snapping turtle perched on a log in the
steam while they were riding the Gwynns Falls Trail.
These young ambassadors will be involved with park duties until the end of October.

Take Me
Out to the Ball Game!

players for an All-Star team
which represents the league in
tournaments with the eventual
winner having a chance to go to
the championships at Williamsport, PA.
Forest Park Little League President, Derrick Dickerson, said that
each year new coaches must be
recruited -- men or women-- to
continue the baseball program
that has existed on these fields
for many years. Coach Wilson
feels that interest in baseball is
waning because of competition
from other year-round sports.
But, with the commitment of
dedicated coaches, the tradition
of the Forest Park Little League
lives on in the lives of youngsters
who come to play on the ball
fields of Gwynns Falls/Leakin
Park.

The Forest Park Little League is
back on the Sloman athletic fields
along Windsor Mill Road this 2012
season with 12 teams ranging in
age from 5 to 12 years. No one is
happier to begin each new season
than Warren Wilson who has been
associated with the league for
over 40 years as player, coach and
board member. The joy of serving
kids keeps him exclaiming that
each new season they “run to me
like they run to the ice cream man.
That is my real pleasure.”
There are four teams within
each two-year age grouping: 4-6
years, 7-9 years and 10-12. Both
boys and girls are eligible to play.
During the first half of the season,
the emphasis is on skill development, then the coaches select
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The English Ivy Infestation

Meanwhile, the ivy continues its slow quest in search of
sunlight, wrapping around branches as it moves upward.
by Alvera Winkler
The lower branches are the first to die as the ivy prevents
English ivy is an increasing presence in forests like those in sunlight from reaching the tree’s leaves. To the casual obGwynns Falls/Leakin Park and a serious threat to the park’s
server, the thinning of the tree’s canopy, camouflaged by the
tree canopy. It is a climbing vine that has been declared an
lush green ivy growth during this stage, may go unnoticed.
invasive species in 18 states. The ivy is a great ecological
By the time the ivy reaches the top, the tree may have only
threat, killing trees, choking out plants, and destroying the
a small cluster of leaves remaining. Severely weakened, the
habitat for native wildlife, and as one authority puts it, “leav- tree dies, or, top heavy with vines, is easily downed by heavy
ing ‘ivy deserts,’ suitable only for rodents.”
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Concert at the Edge of the Park
in the Rognel Heights Neighborhood
Waterwheel, cont.

Jerome Golder, cont.

On May 25 the sun was dropping below the Second Sundays, cont.
the Rockies, the redwoods, Yosemite,
the wheel
activated thewas
pumps.
The the
In June, the winning photographs
treeoftops,
the temperature
perfect,
the bubbling pots of Yellowstone and the
conversion
to
lateral
action
and
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stage was aligned, the band began to warm up,from the Friends Photography Contest
rocky coasts of Nova Scotia and Maine.
mounting
bolts
are
still
traceable
on
site.
will
be
announced
and
prizes
given
at
a
and the neighbors from Rognel Heights had
The pumps in turn pumped spring water
reception in the Orianda House at 2 pm.
They wanted to see it all.
either taken their seats or were in the process
The photos will be on display from 2 p.m
up to the mansion.
Jerome is a man of many interests
of drifting down their streets with their chairs to
- 4 p.m. on June 13th and on July 11th durand
talents,
but we at Gwynns Falls/
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are
missing
a
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the athletic fields that border the southern edge
ing the same hours. Samples of Jerome
Leakin Park know him as a sensitive, napieces to our story: Where are the
of Gwynns Falls/Leakin Park.
Golder who is featured in another article
ture lover who documents the flora and
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Bureau
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fauna of the park in the many albums he
coming from a spring water source?
ment
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citizens
of Baltimore
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Concert
Series,the
featuring
contemporary
and
on easels throughout the Orianda manI believe
water wheel
was
Outdoor Adventure, cont.
sion and the special gifts he has given to
supplyingjazz
water
the artists.
mansionHowever,
and was as
traditional
andtoR&B
(could there be snakes?), but soon
grateful recipients. Not only is his phonot
just
decorative.
Would
it
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local residents stated at their arrival, it had been
they were excited to learn things
tographic skill pleasing to the eye, but
restored
after
it
was
toppled
by
a
sea long time since they had had Music in the Park
about the natural setting, like how to
many of his works are enhanced by the
vere storm and flood, as was reported
in their own neighborhood setting. It did not see the glow from a Buttercup on the
in the Baltimore Gazette, Oct. 1866?
literary messages that accompany them.
takeAnd
long
Bach and water
his band
to have underside of their chin.
in for
caseDavid
you wondered,
never
Some of Jerome’s work will be on
theremains
audience
clapping
and swaying
in the
waterwheel
trough,with
be- a variety Most of the children said that
display
on Second
Sundays
June and
they wanted to return
a family
of thewith
proximity
to the park, the Friends
provided
an in
inforof musical
numbers.
was a (endrace)
perfect summer evening.
cause a tunnel
and Itchannel
July
at
the
Photography
Contest
exhibit
member
to see themation
waterwheel
again
table to
promote summer activities in the park and
The
of Gwynns
as sponsor
takeFriends
water out
into the Falls/Leakin
Dead Run. Park acted
in the Orianda Mansion. Be sure to stop
or to use the park’s
trails.
Carin
to encourage residents to take
biking
walking
map of
forthe
a confor this event
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a location
by toa see
theor
winning
photos
Wouldn’t
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have a for a neighborhood
Kirikos of Thomas Jefferson Elemenpersonal
adventure
into
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woods.
thatfunctioning
bordered model
the park.
With
emphasis
on
taking
advantage
test and to see Jerome’s work as well.
of the wheel one day?
tary School saw herself effecting
But be careful, he has been known to
Can we find a retired water engineer
change in the lives of her students
interested in researching our mysterious
that day.
capture humans on film as well.
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